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“Dismantling of the core basket” 



“3D Model of the core basket” 



Lifting the core basket from the reactor vessel  

to measure the activity before starting the cutting  



Dosimetry measurements during the lifting of the core basket have 

shown high activity – 10 mSv close to the wall.  

To protect the operators, a tank with water was placed on the 

reactor and the core basket was introduced inside 



   The radiological safety department decided to construct a shielded 

space where the core basket can be cut remotely by the operators. 



Arranging the working place for cutting the activated core basket 

 Large concrete bricks were transported in the reactor hall and a closed 
space was built. The core basket was placed inside of this structure. 

 The working place was organized outside with the following: 

     - cutting tools – the plasma torch and the air compressor. 

     - the cutting head of the plasma torch was mounted on a long metal rod 
so that it can be maneuvered from distance. 

   - local area radiological monitoring system was mounted. 

   - local ventilation system with Hepa filters was placed on the working 
area 

    - two video cameras were placed inside of the shielded “room”. 

    - a computer was also used to help the operators guide the plasma torch 
cutting head inside the shielded room.   



Placing the surveillance equipment  



Cutting the core basket.  









Video cameras sending images from the 

cutting area 



Plasma torch cutting small pieces from the core basket 



More pieces were cut and the radioactive waste  

loaded in 220 L drums 



Slowly the core basket disappears  



Measurements around the 220 L drum were not in the accepted 

values according to the CNCAN norms.  The 220 L drums were 

introduced in EcolRAD containers for a higher protection.  



Cleaning operation at the end of the work 





Waste resulted from cutting the core basket: 

 

     - Aluminum - 56 kg 

 

Radioactive waste loaded in 220 L drums and then in             

EcolRAD container for interim storage. 



Thank you! 


